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Go beyond traditional keyframing and fine-tune every parameter of your edit—positioning, size, speed, overlays, transitions, effects, and more. Adjust your workspace to your personal editing preferences: set custom tool shortcuts, group and edit clips simultaneously, and explore a streamlined workflow for your most intuitive editing experience. ©
1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Access through your institutionVolume 45, January 2019, Pages 153-178 rights and contentView full text Helmet cameras are small-sized cameras that can be mounted either on top or alongside the helmet. These devices have vast popularity among motorbike and cycle lovers. If you are planning to show
off your adventure skills, you will probably want to get videos of the highest quality. That is why it is necessary to pick a durable helmet camera. Top 11 Best Helmet Cameras Before purchasing a motorcycle helmets camera, you should compare a variety of options, since different models work for different needs. Here are 11 best options to suit all
budgets and needs. FixThePhoto editors’ choice Size: 2.3 x 1.8 x 1.2 in | Weight: 3.1 oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 2 hours (HD)/1 hour (4K) Garmin VIRB Ultra 30 is one of the best helmet cameras currently available on the market. It is a user-friendly device with an intuitive
touchscreen interface. You can control a camera by voice commands. While recording, it is possible to activate the voice control feature and adjust the necessary settings. Garmin comes with a waterproof case, so you can take on any dare or adventure and keep your device dry. With a universal mounting system, it is possible to install VIRB Ultra 30
to any imaginable angle, whether you mount it on your helmet or handlebars. Due to three-axis image stabilization, you can be sure you’ll get smooth and crisp footage, no matter how many bumps there are on the road. Helmet action camera with image stabilization Size: 1.8 x 2.4 x 1.3 in | Weight: 4.2 oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame
Rate (at max resolution): 60 fps | Battery Life: 45-50 min (Ultra HD)/85-90 (HD) GoPro helmet camera deserves to be on my list. The distinctive feature of this camera is the ability to stabilize videos on the move. Also, the developers improved the feature of predicting movements to deliver crisp-clear and smooth footage. GoPro HERO 7 is waterproof
down to 33ft (10m). Moreover, this device can be controlled via voice commands, so there is no need to stop riding to adjust the setting. Also, this device is compatible with GoPro accessories. The only disadvantage of GoPro HERO 7 is a limited battery life, especially when you record high-resolution videos. Discover more about the best GoPro
alternatives. With a communication system Size: 9.6 x 5.7 x 3.1 in | Weight: 1.28 lb | Max Video Resolution: 2560 x 1440 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 2 hours A unique feature of Sena 10C Pro is the headset, which allows you to simultaneously connect multiple riders with intercom distance of up to 1 mile in an open area.
Thus, you can enhance your motorcycle riding experience by sharing your impressions with your co-riders. This Sena helmet camera comes with an up to 30° lens rotation that allows you to change the filming angle according to your needs. The device is water-resistant, so you don’t need to avoid riding in the rain. However, Sena has some
disadvantages. First off, it has a poor battery life. Also, it would be better if the camera had a battery pack rather than the internal battery. Best 360 camera for motorcycle Size: 1.6 x 2.6 x 2.9 in | Weight: 8 oz | Max Video Resolution: 5228 x 2624 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 75 min GoPro Fusion can improve your riding
experience by recording a 360° video. Also, it offers seamless video stitching and the ability to transfer the content to your computer or mobile application. This GoPro helmet camera boasts ultra-smooth video stabilization and 5.2K video, which ensure professional results. Also, Fusion 360 is waterproof, without a housing. Apart from featuring voice
control, this product is compatible with a variety of GoPro mounts, cases and accessories. However, I was bitterly disappointed with its mobile application and Fusion Studio software. The app has frequent connection problems and complicated video editing features. Check out the list of the best free video editing software. Best budget helmet camera
Size: 2.4 x 1.6 x 1 in | Weight: 2.4 oz | Max Video Resolution: 1920 x 1080 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 90 min If you have a limited budget but want to capture exciting moments of your adventures, this motorcycle action camera is a great option to consider. It features professional HD, 170-degree field of view which allows
you to shoot wider scenes. With a robust and water-resistant case, you can continue shooting even when it’s raining. Crosstour CT7 000 features a Wi-Fi remote control connection which allows you to operate your camera via a mobile app. The camera has a couple of drawbacks. Firstly, it doesn't produce good quality in low-light conditions since the
objects appear a bit blurry at night. Secondly, it would be great if the user manual was improved. Check out the best action cameras under 100 dollars. Best battery life Size: 3.7 x 1.5 x 2.1 in | Weight: 6.6 oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 15 fps | Battery Life: 3 hours The most impressive feature of this device
is its motion sensor that can automatically find and tag exciting moments of your riding adventure based on speed, altitude, G-force and rotation. This helps find the most interesting parts of your trip and save time on viewing hours of footage. There is no need to use a cable to charge the device or transfer media. With a removable segment, you can
plug TomTom Bandit directly into any USB port to charge the camera and transfer media simultaneously. The strongest advantage of this high definition helmet cam is its long battery life. It is possible to record up to 3 hours at 1080p HD. Read about the best free video editing apps. Best helmet camera for cycling Size: 3.7 x 1.4 x 2.2 in | Weight: 6.4
oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 90 min Resembling a smaller version of a classic video camera, TG-Tracker is a small, sturdy and weather-resistant model for cycling photography and video recording. This camera comes with a plethora of cutting-edge characteristics, such as an ultra-wide
lens that boasts a 204o viewing angle. This high definition helmet cam also comes with a 5-axis IS system that negates all kinds of motion to reduce vibrations and jarring. Another cool feature is the headlight. This impressive gadget is located at the front of TG-Tracker and has a light intensity output of 60 lumens. It’s an incredibly valuable tool to
have when shooting or recording in poor lighting conditions. This would definitely be the best helmet camera on the market if it wasn’t for the max recording time of 29 minutes. Even though the battery can last for up to 90 minutes, at the 29min mark the recording is automatically stopped, forcing you to hit the record button a second time. With
adjustable view angles Size: 9.7 x 4.6 x 2.8 in | Weight: 1.15 lb | Max Video Resolution: 28880 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 24 fps | Battery Life: 60 min (4K)/90min (HD) X20 4K action camera is a fantastic motorcycle helmets camera no matter how you look at it. The included 170-degrees wide-angle lens allows you to encompass broader
scenes with virtually no loss of detail. The camera is delivered in a water-resistant case and with an integrated image stabilization system, which is essential for proper shooting and recording dynamic subjects and action scenes. You control the camera with a touchscreen that allows you to instantly switch from photo to video mode. This model also
has time-lapse, movement detection, underwater, and loop features. The only downside of this model is that the claimed 4K video recording feature isn’t exactly there. Experience shows that the camera records footage in 2K and later scales it up to the advertised 4K resolution, which can be seen in the file’s data. Find the best graphics card for video
editing. Best value Size: 2.4 x 0.9 x 1.6 in | Weight: 2.88 oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 90 min AKASO V50 Pro is budget-friendly and offers terrific video quality of footage recorded during the day. I consider it to be the best helmet camera in its price category. Other than the incredible
performance, V50 Pro also offers a broad selection of accessories and mounts, and you even receive 2 batteries instead of the usual one. If you’re looking for a budget option, this camera deserves your attention. The integrated advanced digital image stabilization system ensures you receive stable and smooth footage in up to 4K resolution at 30 fps.
The camera also produces terrific results when recording dynamic subjects. Sadly, the app that was created for this model isn’t as feature-rich as the applications developed for other cameras on the list. If that’s a huge downside for you, then you should consider getting a different camera that comes with a better app. Most versatile helmet camera
Size: 4.5 x 3 x 9.1 in | Weight: 15.7 oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 60 min (4K), 180 min (1080P) This motorcycle action camera offers a huge number of premium features and functions that are usually only present in more expensive models. The most notable characteristics of this model
include a driving mode, loop recording, and picture rotation. Additionally, you can use the Dragon Touch Vision 3 as a dash camera for your vehicle. Vision 3 lets you pick between different wide-angle settings (70-, 110-, 140-, and 170-degrees), allowing you to freely switch from broader to narrower field views and vice versa. The only disappointment
I had with this camera is the weak battery door. There are no hints on how to open it and it’s only protected by a tiny plastic nub that will easily break while a new user tries to open the door. Size: 2.4 x 1.6 x 1 in | Weight: 2.72 oz | Max Video Resolution: 3840 x 2160 | Frame Rate (at max resolution): 30 fps | Battery Life: 90 min (4K) Apeman A80 is
another solid model that deserves to be considered for the best motorcycle helmet cam title. I was more than satisfied with the provided video quality, as the footage looks crisp, clean, and reasonably sharp. The camera lets you pick between 4 angles (170°, 140°, 110°, and 70°). A80 is powered by 2 batteries that last for about 1.5 hours while
recording 4K footage. The included water-resistant case and dirt-proof cover will ensure your expensive gear stays safe, whenever you’re using it. A80 also comes with a free application, which can be installed on your smartphone or tablet, and it allows you to control the camera in real-time. List of the Best Helmet Cameras Image Name Features
Garmin VIRB Ultra 30 OUR CHOICE Voice controls 3-axis image stabilizer Comes in a waterproof case Check PRICE → GoPro Hero 7 STABILIZATION Sturdy and weather-resistant Voice controls Broad range of accessories Check PRICE → Sena 10C Pro COMMUNICATION Lens can rotate up to 30-degrees In-depth noise control Group intercom with
up to 3 riders Check PRICE → GoPro Fusion 360 360 CAMERA Voice controls Seamless Footage Stitching Water-resistant Top-notch stabilization Check PRICE → Crosstour CT7000 BUDGET Packaged with 20 accessories 2 rechargeable batteries Wireless remote control 170° Ultra Wide Angle view Check PRICE → How to Choose the Best Helmet
Camera? When picking a product of any kind, it’s vital to know what characteristics are obligatory and which ones would just be a pleasant bonus for you. Below, I’ll go over the most essential features that you have to look for when choosing the best motorcycle video camera. Resolution. 4K (UHD) is currently the best option you can look for. That
being said, 4K motorcycle helmet cameras are usually quite expensive due to the novelty of this technology. 1080 and 720 resolutions are considered to be HD and produce high-quality footage for a more reasonable price. Frame Rate. In terms of frame rate, the bigger the fps count, the smoother your footage will look. A high frame rate is particularly
important if you want to record slow-motion clips. The current industry standard is 30fps as it allows cameras to produce smooth videos with minimum issues. Image Stabilization. It’s an undisputed fact that the best helmet cam must have an image stabilization system. Accidental bumps and vibrations can lead to videos being shaky or even straight
up unwatchable. I recommend going for a model that has a superior image stabilization system, even if it means sacrificing picture quality. Battery Life. If there’s one thing you want to avoid, it’s a camera that dies after being used for only 30 minutes. I suggest choosing a model that has replaceable or rechargeable batteries with solid battery life so
that you can easily keep the recording alive on the go. Keep in mind that if you’re going to film videos in 4K, the camera’s batteries will die faster than when working in 720p. Durability. Another characteristic that you need to keep in mind is durability. A proper helmet cam needs to endure even the harshest weather, including rain and storms. Pick a
model that has a sturdy build and comes with a protective case, which allows a camera to provide high footage quality even on rough terrain. Storage Capacity. Since helmet cameras are usually very small, they also often have a small amount of storage space. That’s why it’s recommended to get a camera with slots for SD cards for filming longer
videos. This way you can be certain you won’t run out of memory when recording the most exciting moments of the ride. Ann Young Hi there, I'm Ann Young - a professional blogger, read more
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